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Listening comprehension (8marks)  

1) Listen and correct the following statement (1mark) 

On bank holiday there were no cars in the streets 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2)listen and complete the following table (2marks) 

Family members Activity (they did on bank holiday) 

The father and his daughter Elisa ……………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………. 

The mother ……………………………………………………………… 

Tim the son Went to the local swimming pool 

3)listen and say whether the following statements are false or true. 

Justify your answers (3marks) 

statements true false justification 

a)The mother doesn’t like 

sport 

…….. ….. ……………………………………….. 

……………………………………….. 

b)The Redfords haven’t got 

any pets  

…… ……. ……………………………………….. 

……………………………………….. 

c)Tim went to the swimming 

pool with his friend 

……… …….. …………………………………………. 

……………………………………….. 

4)listen and pick up a sentence expressing dislike (1mark) 

     ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5)spelling 

Listen and complete the unfinished letters of the following words  

(1mark) 

On bank holiday the Redfords were very happy.They were really e . . . . . .  

they did different things .They took photos of the most strange  s. . . . .  

6)pronunciation  

Are the sounds  similar or different .  Tick the correct answer  

(1mark) 
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Words Similar Different  

Famous 

Aroud 

………………. ………………. 

Drove 

Go 

………………….. ……………….. 

II) language (12marks)  

1-Fill in the blancks  with words from the box , be careful there are 

2 extra words (4marks) 

Instead    /cooler  /order  /seats   /bring   /too  /cheaper  /hungry  / by  

                         Ordering a meal  

Kean :Where shall we sit ? Look ! here are some free (1)…………………..in the 

corner . 

Jill : Let’s sit by the window it is better . It’ll be (2)………………………there . 

Jean: Okay . What would you like to eat ? 

Jill: I’m really (3)………………….I think I’ll have chicken and chips with baked 

beans .Why don’t you have chicken (4)……………………….? 

Jean:I don’t eat meat .It makes me ill .I’ll have a cheese sandwich   

(5)………………………. 

Jill: And what about the drinks? I think I will have some mint tea. 

Jean:No that’s really expensive ! It’s three dollars sixty cents ! I’ll have a 

coffee ,it’s much (6)……………………… 

Waiter: Good evening . 

Jill: Good evening . We’ll have one chicken and chips with baked beans and 

one cheese sandwich please . 

Waiter :  No problem ! What would you like to drink ? 

Jean : A mint tea and a coffee please .Oh –and please (7)…………………me 

some cream for the coffee. 

Waiter : Okay . Let me repeat your (8)…………………………. One chicken and 

chips with beans ,one cheese sandwich , a mint tea and a coffee with 

cream. 

2) Put the bracketed verbs in the correct tense or form .(3marks) 

INTERNET AGAINST INSOMNIA .( Adapted fromTime Magazine)  

Getting a decent night’s sleep is not so easy for about 30% of American 

adults who suffer from occasional insomnia , filled  more than 50 million 

prescriptions in 2008for (sleep)……………………pills and spent more than 

$600million on sleep-inducing supplements such as melatonin and 

valerian root .Others seek medical (treat)…………………….or psychological 
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therapy to get to sleep , while the rest of us accept our nocturnal 

tossing and turning with philosophy ,and gulp on extra cup of coffee the 

next morning to compensate . 

Now a new study in the journal Sleep suggests a surprising treatment 

for the sleepless : the Internet . Web –based treatments 

(just/emerge)…………………………for all kinds of bad habits and disorders 

,such as overeating ,smoking ,depression – and insomnia. 

Compared  with face –to –face counseling or medical treatments ,online 

therapies are (simple )………………………and less expensive .And there’s 

growing  evidence that online  therapy really works : in the new Sleep 

study ,81% of participants who completed a five-week, online program 

for insomnia reported (improve) …………………..in sleep . 

3) Complete the following  dialogue with sentences  from the sentence 

box below (be careful)there is one extra sentence.(2.5marks) 

Sentence box 

a-Not yet 

b- I’d say that Sumsung is the most reliable brand 

c- don’t worry  

d – I think  L G is the worst  

e – how long will it take  

f – No, I haven’t are they good ? 

                      An Interview at the shopping Mall 

Interviewer: Good evening ,Ihope you  don’t mind answering a few 

questions. 

Alice : (1)………………………………………………………………………………. 

Interviewer: Just a few seconds. 

Alice : I guess I can manage to answer a few questions . Go ahead. 

Interviewer: I’d like to ask your opinion about consumer electronics .As 

far as consumer electronics is concerned ,which is the most reliable 

brand? 

Alice :   (2)…………………………………………………………………………. 

Interviewer: Which brand is the most expensive ? 

Alice : Well, Samsung is also the most expensive brand . I guess that’s 

why it’s the best . 

Interviewer: Which  do you think is the worst ? 

Alice : (3)…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Interviewer: And which brand is the most popular with young people ? 
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Alice : That’s a difficult one to answer for me . I think that Sony is 

probably the most popular with young people . 

Interviewer: One last question , Have you tried using any H P products? 

Alice : (4)………………………………………………………………………….. 

Interviewer: I enjoy using them . But I didn’t stop you to tell you what I 

think . Thank you for your time . 

Alice : (5)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

1+……………../ 2+………………/ 3+……………../ 4+…………/ 5+…………… 

 

4)Match the underlined utterances with their appropriate function 

(fill in the table )be careful there is one extra function (2.5marks) 

surprise permission apologizing possibility invitation suggestion 

…………. 

 

 

 

…………. ………. ………….. …………. ……………. 

 

Sydney: (1)would you like to have some  ice-cream ? I’ve got a 

variety of flavors  for you to choose from .I’ve got strawberry , peach, 

chocolate , chocolate chip ,chocolate brownie , coffee, vanilla rocky road 

, butter pecan, and praline . 

Martha : Wow (2)What choices you have ! I wish  I could , but I 

just can’t  I’m on a diet to lose weight. 

Sydney : Come  on ,it’s just  a bite . It doesn’t really  hurt to have just 

a bite . 

Martha : I ‘d better not . Please don’t tempt me . Please ! 

sydney : Gee ! You are really strong-willed. 

Martha : You’re darn right . I’m not so easily coaxed into doing  

something that I think is wrong . 

Sydney : Well , I’d better not tempt you . Otherwise , if  I give you a 

piece of cake ,you (3)might ask for a glass of milk. 

Martha : (4)Why don’t we get out of  this place . and forget about 

eating ? 

Sydney : (5)I’m sorry  ,I can’t mum is not in at the moment I can’t 

leave my brother alone.  
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